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Abstract 

The article is devoted to the study of the role of financial intermediaries in the shadow sector of the economy. 

The main purpose of the article is to analyze and systematize the work of scientists to assess the risk of shadow 

transactions with the participation of financial intermediaries. The results of the analysis of scientific 

publications on these issues show a wide variety of approaches to the study of these problems. Significant 

differences in the functioning of the financial, banking, insurance and investment markets of different countries 

have led to the need to develop and implement their own methodologies for assessing the risk of participation 

of financial intermediaries in shadow transactions at the state level. The paper summarizes the methodological 

approaches to assessing the risk of participation of financial intermediaries in shadow transactions in some 

countries. The methodological tools of the analysis are the methods of analysis and synthesis, generalization 

and comparative analysis. The object of the study are insurance companies, banking institutions and investment 

funds - participants in shadow schemes of income concealment. The article summarizes the most typical 

schemes of income concealment in terms of individual groups of financial intermediaries. The conclusion 

about the dual nature of banking institutions in these operations is made: 1) banking institutions as a "buffer", 

and sometimes a direct participant on the way to the legalization of shadow income; 2) banking institutions as 

a subject of primary financial monitoring and control. Insurance operations that are subject to enhanced control 

by regulatory authorities include: pseudo-insurance operations; concluding an insurance contract with 

subsequent receipt of compensation for the occurrence of a fictitious insured event; concluding an insurance 

contract with an inflated insurance value of the object. Based on the analysis of transactions with signs of 

fictitiousness, which are realized on the investment market of Ukraine, the conclusion about the important role 

of technical securities in operations on shadowing of incomes and their further legalization is made. The results 

of the study can be useful for public financial monitoring and control bodies in terms of identifying transactions 

that could potentially pose a threat to the formal sector of the economy and developing measures to prevent 

them.  
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Introduction 

Given the high level of shadowing of the economy in most countries, one of the challenges for international 

and government institutions is to develop a methodology for estimating the likelihood of shadow entities 

engaging in economic activities. The stability of the economic system and its attractiveness to international 

partners depend on the availability of effective tools for assessing the risk of participation of economic entities 

in shadow operations. 
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To date, international scientists and public authorities in some countries have developed a number of 

approaches to assessing the risk of shadowing the economy, which differ in the set of indicators and entities 

in terms of which the assessment is conducted (Almenar et. al., 2020; Del’Anno, 2003; Doyle et. al., 2016; 

Mikulić, 2021; Shumska & Nezhyvenko, 2013). Thus, the shadow sector of the economy in different countries 

differs in the list of drivers of its ex Del’Anno existence, the totality of which is determined by the peculiarities 

of their economic systems, the level of international cooperation, efficiency of state regulatory authorities, and 

the level of tax morale in society. 

Literature Review 

The high level of shadowing in most countries leads to the need to implement a methodology for assessing the 

risk of shadowing of income at the state level, which would take into account the structure of the financial 

market, the degree of development of individual sectors, the role of financial intermediaries in the shadow 

economy. Significant differences in the functioning of the shadow sector of the economy lead to a significant 

variety of approaches to assessing the risk of shadowing of income, money laundering and territorial financing 

(Table 1). 

Table 1. Methodology for national risk assessments 
Country Methodology for national risk assessments Year 

Armenia National Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Risk in the Republic of Armenia  2014 

Australia Australia’s non-profit organisation sector: money laundering and terrorism financing risk assessment 

Terrorism Financing in Australia  

Money Laundering in Australia  

2017  

2014 

2011 

Austria Nationale Risikoanalyse Österreich  2015 

Belarus National Risk Assessment - Summary 2014-

2017 

Canada Assessment of Inherent Risks of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing  

Tendances et analyse des risques en  

2015 

2014 

Croatia National Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Risk Assessment Report 2016 

Cyprus National Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Risks 2018 

Czech 

Republic 

Report on the First Round of National Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Risk Assessment  2016 

Denmark Money Laundering in Denmark - National Risk Assessment  

National Risk Assessment on Terrorist Financing in Denmark 

2015 

2019 

Greece  Money Laundering Risk Assessment 2018 

Ireland National Risk Assessment for Ireland 2016 

Italy 

 

National Assessment of Money-Laundering and Terrorist Financing Risks National risk assessment of 

money laundering and terrorist financing 

2014 

2018 

Japan National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 2017 

Latvia Latvian National money laundering/terrorism financing risk assessment report 2017 

Lithuania Lithuanian National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 2015 

Luxembourg National risk assessment of money laundering and terrorist financing 2018 

Netherlands National Risk Assessment on Terrorist Financing  

National Risk Assessment Money Laundering report 

National Risk Assessment Terrorist Financing report 

2017 

Portugal Avaliação nacional de riscos de branqueamento de capitais e de financiamento do terrorismo 2015 

Sweden 

 

National Money Laundering Risk Assessment 

Understanding Terrorist Finance, Modus Operandi and National CFT Regimes 

National Money Laundering Risk Assessment 

National Terrorist Financing Risk Assessment 

2015 

2015 

2013 

2014 

Ukraine National Risk Assessment Report on Preventing and Countering Legalization (Laundering) of Proceeds 

of Crime and Financing of Terrorism 

2016 

Germany National risk assessment of Germany 2018 

Finland National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 2015  

France 

 

Tendances et analyse des risques de blanchiment de capitaux et de financement du terrorisme en  2017-

2018  

Uruguay National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing  2014 

Source: Illicit Financial Flows, 2020; Almenar et. al., 2020; Del’Anno, 2003; Doyle et. al., 2016; Mikulić, 

2021; Shumska & Nezhyvenko, 2013. 

In addition to government institutions, the assessment of the risk of shadowing the economy attracts the 

attention of a large number of scientists in different countries. Investigating the role of banking institutions in 

https://anklagemyndigheden.dk/sites/default/files/Documents/Money%20Laundering%20Secretariat%20-%20National%20Risk%20Assessment%202015.pdf
https://anklagemyndigheden.dk/sites/default/files/Documents/Money%20Laundering%20Secretariat%20-%20National%20Risk%20Assessment%202015.pdf
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shadow operation, Favarel-Garrigues et al. (2007) emphasizes the responsibility of bank employees who work 

with customers for risk assessment in the implementation of operations on account opening, savings, 

withdrawals and transfers. According to Johnson (2003), the assessment of the risk of shadowing of income 

with the participation of banking institutions should be based on the intuition of the bank employee and his 

prudence. If a client is assigned to a group of clients with high or low risk, a bank employee must suspend the 

implementation of a banking transaction with this client. 

At the same time, theoretical and methodological developments in the risk of participation of investment funds, 

insurance companies and other financial intermediaries are virtually absent. 

Methodology and research methods 

The methodological basis of the paper is the methods of generalization and synthesis, comparative analysis. 

Results 

The results of the analysis indicate the availability of a wide range of tools for assessing the risk of shadowing 

the economy. At the same time, most approaches focus on individual operations or activities by sector of the 

economy, while ignoring the study of the likelihood of financial intermediaries participating in shadow 

transactions. 

Within the study, the risk of financial intermediaries' participation in shadow transactions will be understood 

as the probability of carrying out shadow transactions with the direct or indirect participation of financial 

intermediaries. 

The probability of financial transactions is considered in terms of the following intermediaries:  

1) the risk of shadow operations with the participation of representatives of the banking sector of the economy. 

Today, the role of the banking sector in the development of the shadow sector of the economy is crucial 

(Koldovsky, 2008; Farhi. & Tirole, 2017; F`eve & Pierrard, 2017). Banking institutions are a "buffer" on the 

way to legalization of illegally obtained income. Very often, banks, as the main financial intermediaries in 

attracting and placing financial resources, are the subjects of primary financial monitoring, the main function of 

which is to inform the authorities about the implementation of suspicious financial transactions that can be 

classified as illegal. 

In the context of digitalization of the economy, the pace of which under the influence of the Covid-19 pandemic 

has accelerated significantly, in the global financial market due to most payments in non-cash form there is a 

significant reduction in cash turnover (Tiutiunyk et al., 2021). Given these trends, criminals who receive income 

from shady or illegal activities are forced to legalize their income by legalizing it in the financial system, while 

minimizing suspicions about the sources of their receipt. 

In general, the process of legalization of illicit income through the banking sector can be affected in the form of 

a scheme (Figure 1). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Legalization of illegally obtained income through banking institutions 

Source: Compiled by the author. 

Revenues received in the shadow sector of the economy go to the country's financial system through their 

placement in banking institutions. The next stage is the masking of illegally obtained income and their 

maximum separation from the illegal source of their origin. 
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One of the most common operations in this direction is lending to fictitious companies, followed by payment 

for the services of third parties. The purchase of certain tangible or financial assets at the expense of illegally 

obtained income contributes to their faster entry into the real sector of the country's economy with their 

subsequent legalization. Relaxation of these transactions is carried out mainly in order to avoid suspicions of 

law enforcement agencies about the legality of the source of these revenues. 

Quite often the opening of single accounts contributes to the achievement of these goals. Thus, the subjects of 

the shadow economy with the help of a newly established firm (usually operates for less than a year) open 

accounts in various commercial banks, make illegally received income on deposit (in small shares), and then 

carry out operations to legalize these funds. 

No less common are transactions to pay obligations under non-existent contracts. Thus, economic entities by 

falsifying documents, which indicate the data of non-existent transactions (terms of the contract and the amount 

of payment) transfer significant amounts of money through banks. The subject of the contract, as a rule, are 

certain services, less tangible assets. 

A common tool for laundering illegally obtained income is the accrual of salary payments or remuneration in 

favor of an individual or legal entity through banking institutions. Implementation of these operations allows 

for tax evasion and legalization of shadow income. 

2) the risk of realization of shadow operations by the subjects of the insurance market. Today, insurance 

transactions are a fairly common tool for shadowing income (Hepfer et al., 2016; Melnyk et al., 2021). Shadow 

market participants have developed a wide range of tools for concealing income with the help of insurance 

companies. In this case, the objects of insurance are a significant number of material goods and services. 

Securities are most often used in fictitious insurance schemes. The basis of these operations is the withdrawal of 

funds abroad or their conversion into cash. Thus, according to the results of the analysis of insurance companies 

'performance in Ukraine for the period 2015-2020, more than 17% of all insurance companies' transactions are 

promissory note transactions. The amount of gross contributions of such companies is over UAH 50 billion, the 

amount of income from the sale of securities is UAH 35 billion, and the amount of expenses for their purchase is 

UAH 30 billion. 

Thus, based on the results of the analysis, it can be concluded that among all operations of insurance 

companies, more intensive control by regulatory authorities should be subject to: pseudo-insurance operations; 

concluding an insurance contract with subsequent receipt of compensation for the occurrence of a fictitious 

insured event; concluding an insurance contract with an inflated insurance value of the object. 

Reinsurance operations play a key role in shadow transactions with financial intermediaries. These operations 

serve as an effective tool for concealing income, reducing the transparency of insurance transactions (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The relationship of insurance and reinsurance operations in the shadow schemes of 

withdrawal 

Source: Compiled by the author. 

The initial stage of shadowing of income with the participation of insurance companies is the conclusion of an 

insurance contract, the subject of which is the transfer of responsibility for risk to the insurance company. In 

accordance with the terms of this agreement, the insurance company assumes all risks and in the event of an 

insured event undertakes to pay compensation in exchange for insurance payments received from the insured. 
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Almost 70% of premiums paid under insurance contracts are transferred to non-residents for reinsurance. This 

is due to the implementation of insurance companies' pseudo-insurance operations. At the same time, a 

significant part of these transactions is implemented by companies that do not have the legal right to carry 

them out. These trends confirm the hypothesis of active use of pseudo-investment operations in the process of 

legalization of illegally obtained income. 

2) the risk of shadow transactions with the participation of investment market participants. Today, economic 

entities use a wide range of investment instruments of shadow withdrawal, which can be divided into three 

groups: direct, portfolio and financial (Christensen & Kapoor, 2004; Mara, 2021).  

1. Portfolio investments include funds invested in debt or equity securities. Today, a common practice in most 

countries of the world is the shadowing of income and their further legalization through investment operations 

in derivative securities. Portfolio investment creates additional opportunities for the withdrawal of profits to 

the recipient’s country of origin with their subsequent shadowing or tax evasion. 

2. Transactions with technical securities play an important role among investment instruments of income 

shadowing and their further legalization. Quite often the value of such securities is not secured by real assets, 

and therefore is subject to manipulation by participants in the shadow sector of the economy through the 

implementation of the following schemes: 

3. Sale of technical securities at a value several times lower than their nominal value. After that, these 

securities can be sold on the market at inflated prices. 

4. Issuance of fictitious (non-existent) securities. Thus, according to the State Tax Service of Ukraine, in the 

country more than 420 economic entities carry out operations with counterfeit bills whose nominal value 

exceeds UAH 16.5 billion. 

5. Carrying out transactions with technical securities in order to increase costs and thus minimize corporate 

income tax liabilities. The share of these transactions in the securities market in recent years exceeds 15%. 

6. Issue of technical securities in order to increase the authorized capital of such a company. These economic 

entities form their own authorized capital with the subsequent withdrawal of funds through the purchase of 

technical securities. 

7. Realization by domestic economic entities of a non-resident of technical securities at a reduced value with 

their subsequent purchase from a non-resident at a price above the market price. The implementation of these 

operations allows you to withdraw funds abroad, including in offshore countries. In addition to the direct 

withdrawal of funds abroad, these transactions contribute to the tax evasion of economic entities. 

Conclusions 

The constant growth of the level of the shadow economy in Ukraine, highlights the need for a more 

comprehensive study of all possible tools for concealing income and identifying participants in these schemes. 

The results of the analysis show the active participation of financial intermediaries in shadow schemes of 

income concealment. These entities act as intermediaries and direct participants in these transactions. Thus, 

strengthening control over their activities, closer attention by regulatory authorities to operations carried out 

with their direct participation is a necessary prerequisite for the implementation of policies to de-shadow the 

economy and prevent money laundering. 
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